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FADE IN:

INT. UNDERGROUND TUNNEL -- NIGHT

A dismal cave. A torch glows in the darkness, held aloft by 
vampire crime-fighter COUNT BLOODVAYNE, dashing in his old-
fashioned suit and cape. On his shoulder perches his cute and 
lovable pet bat, SQUIRT. 

The duo pulls up in front of a forked path. One way leads up, 
the other down.

SQUIRT
Oooh, it’s like a Choose-Your-Own-
Adventure.

BLOODVAYNE
I’m not familiar.

Bloodvayne’s vampire comrades, RICK GHASTLEY (80s handsome, 
earring, frosted tips) and MITZIE KAPLAN (hipster cool, 
glasses, tattoos, and a smirk) emerge from the darkness.

MITZIE
It’s those kids books that let you 
pick different endings.

RICK
Yo I never did find out who killed 
Harlowe Thrombey.

SERGEANT SABRE, blade in hand, steps out of the shadows. He’s 
Blade meets Roadblock (G.I. Joe) in a military uniform with a 
giant sword strapped to his back.

SGT. SABRE
It was his niece, Angela.

RICK
Guess I won’t be reading it now.

SGT. SABRE
I check out all the endings first. 
Can’t resist.

Bloodvayne gets up in Sabre’s face.

BLOODVAYNE
Enough discussion of non-linear 
storytelling.

SGT. SABRE
At ease, Count.



Sabre offers a cold stare. Bloodvayne is not backing down. 
Mitzie steps in to defuse the situation.

MITZIE
C’mon, Sarge. You’re with me. Boys, 
you go the other way.

Mitzie pulls Sabre toward the path leading down.

INT. UNDERGROUND CAVERN -- MOMENTS LATER

Bloodvayne, Squirt, and Rick emerge onto a high rock shelf 
overlooking a huge underground cave. (THINK: Temple of Doom.) 
Surveying the surroundings, Squirt is alarmed.

SQUIRT
Look! Scorps!

REVERSE ANGLE to reveal a large ARMY OF “S” CORPS soldiers 
(ninjas with Arabian headgear color-coded based on their 
division) amassed in formation in front of a stage/dais.

A banner hangs from the cavern ceiling from two stalagmites, 
displaying the S.T.I.N.G. logo: Syndicate for Terror and 
Illegal Non-Government.

RICK
(loud whisper)

Fellas, we gotta go stealth mode.

Rick pulls Bloodvayne and Squirt back into the shadows, 
hiding them in mist, just as a line of Scorps marches by.

ANGLE ON the dais as the DUCHESS, S.T.I.N.G. head of 
personnel, steps up to the podium. She wears a tight leather 
bodysuit and rose-tinted sunglasses. European glamorous.

DUCHESS
(into microphone)

Scorps! The dawn of a new age has 
arrived!

Rows and rows of Scorps stand at attention and salute.

SCORPS
All hail S.T.I.N.G.!

DUCHESS
Yes, thank you. Before we get to 
today’s main event, I want to 
remind everyone that the offsite 
next month is MANDATORY. 

(MORE)
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Please see your managers if for 
some reason you cannot attend, and 
you will be thrown into a 
bottomless pit.

Cue SPORTS STADIUM music as a laser light show begins.

DUCHESS (CONT’D)
And now, please welcome your 
Supreme Leader and Commander, 
SCORPION SUPREME!

SCORPION SUPREME (desert fatigues, pincers for hands, 
poisonous tail) leaps onto the dais. He poses dramatically, 
pro wrestler style, then strides toward the podium.

ANGLE ON the crowd as an EXCITED SCORP leans over to his 
friend, who is taking a picture with a disc camera.

EXCITED SCORP
This is so totally awesome!

Return to stage. Scorpion tries to adjust the microphone on 
the podium but his pincers make it difficult. It’s taking a 
while, the music stops. Awkward. Duchess leans in.

DUCHESS
Here, let me.

SCORPION SUPREME
(shoos her away)

Who set this up?

A SCORP ENGINEER raises his hand.

SCORP ENGINEER
I did, sir.

A GUNSHOT echoes through the cave and Scorp Engineer falls 
down dead. SCORP ROADIES run out to fix the microphone and 
remove the corpse. They disappear backstage.

SCORPION SUPREME
(into microphone)

Scorps! We stand upon the threshold 
of world domination!

The stadium MUSIC resumes as a dozen hooded OCCULT SCORPS 
emerge from backstage. A circular portal swivels open on the 
floor and pyrotechnics explode dramatically. 

SCORPION SUPREME (CONT’D)
Prepare your minds, for I am about 
to blow them!

DUCHESS (CONT'D)
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Suddenly, the fanfare comes to a halt (record scratch) as a 
BOOMING VOICE echoes across the chamber:

SGT. SABRE (O.S.)
Scorpion!

SCORPION SUPREME
(turns)

Who dares -- ?!

REVERSE ANGLE to reveal Sgt. Sabre boldly stepping onto the 
dais to confront Scorpion Supreme. Mitzie is in the rear 
backing him up.

GLAMOUR SHOT of Sgt. Sabre brandishing his blade like a giant 
phallus. Star shimmer as it reflects the light. 

SGT. SABRE
I do.

SCORPION SUPREME
You’re too late, Sabre! The Dark 
Lord Xanath hovers at our door.

With that, THE DARK LORD XANATH (Cthulhu-like creature) 
bursts from the portal, issuing a FEARSOME ROAR from his 
flaming maw. He begins eating Scorps with abandon.

SCORPION SUPREME (CONT’D)
(very evil)

It’s dying time!

As Scorpion LAUGHS maniacally, we...

SMASH CUT TO:

EXT. LINCOLN MEMORIAL -- ESTABLISHING -- NIGHT

SUPER TITLE: 24 HOURS EARLIER

Wide shot of the Lincoln Memorial. The camera zooms below the 
earth to establish the underground location of B.A.T.S. HQ.

INT. B.A.T.S. HQ -- BRIEFING ROOM -- NIGHT

The team (Bloodvayne, Squirt, Rick, Mitzie, and the 
androgynous vampire houseboy NOSFERADUDE) are sitting in 
front of a CRT screen receiving news from THE CHIEF. She is 
stern, tough, and smoking hot.
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CHIEF
(on screen)

Good evening, B.A.T.S. I have some 
important news.

Suddenly, a PERIMETER ALARM goes off. Nosferadude SHRIEKS and 
clings to the ceiling like a cat. The door to the briefing 
room explodes inwards to reveal the imposing figure of 
Sergeant Sabre. Mitzie leaps into action.

MITZIE
(grows wings)

A hunter!

Rick emits a GIRLIE YELP and evaporates in a puff of smoke. 
Nosferadude falls to the floor and bares his fangs. Squirt 
floats over and shoots blood into Sabre’s face.

SQUIRT
Take that!

Sgt. Sabre casually wipes his face, whips out his sword, and 
hurls it across the room, where it spikes the perimeter 
alarm. Sparks fly and the siren stops.

SGT. SABRE
Sorry, don’t got my badge yet.

ANGLE on TV monitor.

CHIEF
Team, I’d like to introduce your 
new B.A.T.S. commander, Sergeant 
Samuel Sabre.

BLOODVAYNE
Our new WHAT?!

Bloodvayne’s face collapses. Sabre takes out a cigar and 
lights it. Mitzie is suddenly intrigued. Squirt, shocked, 
drops a puddle of blood on the floor with a PLOP. Rick steps 
in to defend the Count.

RICK
No way. My boy Bloodvayne is the 
team leader. 

BLOODVAYNE
(fist bump)

I concur.

CHIEF
Count Bloodvayne is an excellent 
operative, no doubt. But Sgt. 

(MORE)
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Sabre is well-versed in 
contemporary military intelligence 
and tactics.

BLOODVAYNE
Need I remind you that I’ve had 
over 100 years of experience with 
intelligence and tactics?

CHIEF
Regardless. There’s also the matter 
of affirmative action.

Bloodvayne looks confused. Mitzie steps in to explain.

MITZIE
It’s like giving a helping hand to 
a disadvantaged group.

BLOODVAYNE
Sounds dangerously like socialism 
to me. Anyway aren’t ALL vampires 
disadvantaged?

The Count looks around, grasping. A little help? Wanting to 
defuse the situation, Sabre claps Bloodvayne on the back.

SGT. SABRE
Nevermind that. How about a tour?

A long, awkward BEAT.

RICK
(eureka)

Ohhh she means black people!

INT. B.A.T.S. HQ -- HALLWAY -- LATER

Bloodvayne is giving Sabre a tour of the headquarters. 
Nosferadude scampers along in their wake, sniffing at the air 
and making faces. Bloodvayne stops in front of a door marked 
BLOOD BANK. He types a code into a keypad.

BLOODVAYNE
This is where we store the blood. 
Open 24 hours.

INT. B.A.T.S. HQ -- BLOOD BANK -- CONTINUOUS

Bloodvayne and Sabre step inside, viewing row after row of 
blood packs on ice. Containers marked RUSSIAN TEENS and 
WEALTHY FRENCH indicate different types of blood.

CHIEF (CONT'D)
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BLOODVAYNE
The government has a deal with the 
Red Cross. 

(chuckles)
They think this stuff is going to 
poor Nubians.

SGT. SABRE
(bristles)

Excuse me?!

BLOODVAYNE
(backpedaling)

I’m sure it’s not anyone you know. 
Just remember to put in your 
employee ID, they track this stuff. 
Unless you want a rat. Those are 
free. Hungry?

Nosferadude appears, sucking on a squirming and SQUEALING 
rat. He smiles, blood on his face, fur in his teeth.

SGT. SABRE
Now that’s just foul.

INT. B.A.T.S. HQ -- HANGAR -- LATER

Bloodvayne leads Sabre into a large aircraft hangar. There 
are numerous B.A.T.S. vehicles parked in rows.

BLOODVAYNE
Here’s where we keep the vehicles.

(pointing)
V.A.M.P. -- Vehicular Assault 
Murder Plane. C.O.F.F.I.N. -- 
Corpse Operated Fully Functional 
Infantry Neutralizer. Impaler 
motorcycles. And so on.

SGT. SABRE
We don’t got any ships that combine 
to form a giant robot?

BLOODVAYNE
Downstairs. Just remember to check 
the keys back in afterwards.

INT. B.A.T.S. HQ -- SUNSCREEN ROOM -- LATER

Large vats marked SPF 500, SPF 1000, etc. line the walls. 
Bloodvayne hands a bottle of the stuff to Sabre.
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BLOODVAYNE
For daylight missions.

INT. B.A.T.S. HQ -- WEAPONS ROOM -- LATER

Bloodvayne shows Sabre the weapons cache. He pulls a large 
gun from the wall. It looks suspiciously like a toy.

BLOODVAYNE
This is a P.H.A.N.G. or Portable 
Handheld Atomic Nullifier Gun.

SGT. SABRE
(admires gun)

Now THAT’S what I’m talking ‘bout.

HOLD on the weapon for a long beat as it gleams.

INT. B.A.T.S. HQ -- BAT PENS -- LATER

B.A.T.S. EMPLOYEES wearing coveralls use large brooms to 
sweep guano out of the pens housing GIANT, CYBERNETIC BATS. 
The bats are the size of small planes and consist of a 
combination of organic and mechanical parts.

Bloodvayne leads Sabre over to one of the pens.

BLOODVAYNE
Our scientists genetically 
engineered these giant bats and 
upgraded them with machine parts. 
Cyberbats. Brilliant, right?

Sabre reaches out to pet one of the giant bats.

BLOODVAYNE (CONT’D)
That one’s called Leatherwing. Be 
careful or he’ll rip your arm off. 

Sabre scratches Leatherwing behind the ear. It responds like 
a giant puppy dog.

SGT. SABRE
Who’s a good boy?

Annoyed, Bloodvayne reaches out to scratch Leatherwing’s 
other ear. The giant bat strikes and begins tearing 
Bloodvayne’s arm off.

BLOODVAYNE
Bad boy! Bad boy!!
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INT. B.A.T.S. HQ -- REC ROOM -- NIGHT

Rick and Mitzie are playing video pong.

MITZIE
Seems weird that Chief would assign 
a new leader for B.A.T.S. right?

RICK
Yo, who cares? I just want to get 
up outta this joint.

MITZIE
Sabre seems cool, though.

RICK
Oooh, you think the Sarge is hot.

MITZIE
Well he’s not UGLY.

RICK
All I know, Bloodvayne ain’t gonna 
be happy about getting dissed.

Rick wins the point and the screen BUZZES.

INT. B.A.T.S. HQ -- LIVING QUARTERS -- LATER

Bloodvayne leads Sabre down the dormitory hallway. One arm is 
still missing, but the Count’s regenerative powers have 
sprouted a hand from his shoulder stump. (It continues to 
grow throughout the scene.) Squirt hovers behind.

BLOODVAYNE
So, Mr. Leader, when did you turn?

SGT. SABRE
1951. The year I was born. I’m only 
a half-breed, by the way.

BLOODVAYNE
My, you’ve got affirmative action 
working overtime.

SGT. SABRE
(bristling)

Despite what you think, I was hired 
because of my experience.

BLOODVAYNE
Right. Of course. Then I suppose 
you know what...

(MORE)
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(holds up keycard)
THIS is??

SGT. SABRE
(a beat)

Yeah, it’s a key.

BLOODVAYNE
(escalating)

But how does it WORK?

SGT. SABRE
It’s got a magnetic stripe on it 
like a cassette tape.

Bloodvayne is disappointed that Sabre knows how it works. 
Sabre tries to take the key, but Bloodvayne snatches it back.

BLOODVAYNE
Unlike you, I’m a 19th Century 
chappie, so this sort of thing 
still rings my bell.

Bloodvayne uses the keycard, with some ceremony, to open the 
door to Sabre’s living quarters. He hands over the key.

BLOODVAYNE (CONT’D)
You can have a coffin or a bed. Or 
if you prefer to hang upside-down, 
we can accommodate that, too.

SGT. SABRE
Thanks, bed is fine. Say, is that a 
hot pot?

BLOODVAYNE
(incensed)

They gave you a HOT POT?!
(recovers)

Well I’ll let you get settled.

As Bloodvayne backs out, Sabre stops him.

SGT. SABRE
Bloodvayne, you understand that my 
assignment here is purely a 
response to the escalating 
terrorist threat globally. It has 
nothing to do with your personal 
performance as team leader.

BLOODVAYNE
(disgusted)

Right-o.

BLOODVAYNE (CONT'D)
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INT. B.A.T.S. HQ -- HALLWAY -- CONTINUOUS

Bloodvayne steps out of Sabre’s bedroom, closing the door 
quietly. His anger and frustration are obvious. 

BLOODVAYNE
Cunt.

Squirt appears, carrying the remnants of Bloodvayne’s severed 
and half-eaten arm.

SQUIRT
You still want this?

Bloodvayne swats at it with his stumpy half-arm.

BLOODVAYNE
Blech. Go burn the bloody thing 
before it sprouts another me.

EXT. S.T.I.N.G. FORTRESS -- NIGHT

Establishing shot of S.T.I.N.G. HQ, a skull carved into a 
desert mountaintop. Lightning flashes menacingly.

INT. S.T.I.N.G. FORTRESS -- INNER SANCTUM -- NIGHT

A large chamber/cave inside the mountain, serving as a throne 
room of sorts. A banner displays the S.T.I.N.G. logo. There 
is a bank of monitors on one wall. Maps hang haphazardly 
nearby. Guns sit in a rack. Two SCORPS stand guard.

Scorpion Supreme is attempting to pour himself a cup of 
coffee. The mug slips out of his pincer and falls to the 
floor with a crash.

SCORPION SUPREME
Minions!

The Scorps rush in. One begins sweeping up the mug as the 
other pours the coffee.

SCORPION SUPREME (CONT’D)
Two sugars. Make it snappy or I’ll 
kill your pets.

Two more Scorps enter with four SCIENTISTS at gunpoint.

SCORP 1
Commander, we have the scientists 
as you requested.
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Scorpion Supreme approaches the scientists, who look really 
nervous. He sizes them up.

SCORPION SUPREME
Very well. Scientists, please 
report your progress on the 
earthquake machine.

The scientists look at each other with concern, not knowing 
what to say.

SCIENTIST 1
Uh, the earthquake machine is not 
quite ready.

A SHOT goes off and Scientist 1 falls down dead.

SCORPION SUPREME
Unacceptable. Can anyone please 
explain to me why, after at least a 
week and a half, you have failed to 
build my earthquake machine? 

Now the scientists are really scared.

SCIENTIST 2
Well, it’s not really possible.

SCIENTIST 3
You can’t just control seismic 
activity with a machine.

SCIENTIST 4
Also, I’m a dermatologist.

Scorpion Supreme seethes with anger. A long BEAT.

SCORPION SUPREME
Get me Dr. Cranium.

DR. CRANIUM enters. He has an exposed brain helmet and a 
second (psychotic) brain implanted in his chest. 

DR. CRANIUM
Yes, commander?

SCORPION SUPREME
(waves pincer)

Dispose of these fools.

Dr. Cranium stares intently at the Scientists as his brains 
begin to glow. The Scientists’ heads slowly inflate as they 
SCREAM in agony. Then their skulls explode and blood flies 
everywhere, making an ungodly mess.
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SCORPION SUPREME (CONT’D)
Oh for the love of -- I didn’t mean 
in HERE! I meant take them OUTSIDE! 

DR. CRANIUM
My apologies, Sir.

(psychotic brain)
IT WON’T HAPPEN AGAIN!

SCORPION SUPREME
Now look at this place.

Scientist 4, the dermatologist, still has a little life left 
in him. Just barely. He’s twitching.

SCIENTIST 4
Oh God I think I’m dying...

SCORPION SUPREME
Ooh, that reminds me.

Scorpion Supreme leans over and pulls down his collar, 
exposing a blemish on his shoulder.

SCORPION SUPREME (CONT’D)
(to Scientist 4)

Hey, do I need to be concerned 
about this?

SCIENTIST 4
(barely alive)

Well, the border’s not irregular 
and -- GASP -- I don’t see any 
redness. Probably just -- WHEEZE -- 
a liver spot. You’ll be -- HACK -- 
fine. See me again in six months.

Scientist 4 expires. Scorpion pulls his collar back up.

SCORPION SUPREME
Well that’s a relief.

(looks around at the mess)
Minions!

Two Scorps rush in and begin sweeping up the viscera.

INT. B.A.T.S. HQ -- SABRE’S ROOM -- NIGHT

Sabre is on a video call with the Chief.

CHIEF
(on screen)

How are you settling in?
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SGT. SABRE
So far, so good. I’ve seen the 
facility and met the whole team.

Sabre slides a tape into a VHS player. 

INTERCUT: dossiers on all the B.A.T.S. members on the screen 
to match Sabre’s voiceover. Cue cheesey music. Star wipes and 
other vintage effects are used. We see Rick first.

SGT. SABRE (V.O.)
Let’s start with Rick Ghastley. 

INT. CONCERT HALL -- FLASHBACK -- NIGHT

BOYZ TOWN performs synchronized dancing in front of screaming 
teenage fans.

SGT. SABRE (V.O.)
A member of popular teen singing 
group, Boyz Town. Lots of hit 
records.

INT. DRESSING ROOM -- FLASHBACK -- NIGHT

Rick is making out with a GROUPIE. She starts to go down on 
him. Rick takes a swig from a liquor bottle. 

SGT. SABRE (V.O.)
His descent into debauchery and 
drug use culminated in a tryst with 
a vampire groupie.

Rick is really enjoying himself until the groupie bites him 
below camera. Rick SCREAMS.

EXT. COUNTRY ROAD -- FLASHBACK -- NIGHT

A bus is parked on the side of the road with a flat tire. The 
bus reads ST. LOUIS CHEERLEADER CHAMPS. Rick appears from 
mist and leaps onto the bus. SCREAMING ensues.

SGT. SABRE (V.O.)
Then he slaughtered a busload of 
cheerleaders.

INT. COURTROOM -- FLASHBACK -- DAY

Rick, looking haggard, stands trial for his crimes.
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SGT. SABRE (V.O.)
To avoid going to prison, Rick 
agreed to fight terrorism with 
B.A.T.S. 

Rick is lead away in chains and delivered to the Chief.

SGT. SABRE (V.O.)
His commitment to our cause is 
somewhat...questionable.

INSERT: Mitzie dossier file on the screen.

SGT. SABRE (V.O.)
Mitzie Kaplan, Long Island 
princess.

INT. MITZIE’S HOUSE -- FLASHBACK -- NIGHT

Mitzie is eating dinner with her FAMILY. She gets up to 
excuse herself.

SGT. SABRE (V.O.)
Like so many American girls, Mitzie 
succumbed to the body image 
pressures imposed by the media.

INT. MITZIE’S BATHROOM -- FLASHBACK -- NIGHT

Mitzie is bent over the toilet. She stands up, flushes, and 
begins to cry.

SGT. SABRE (V.O.)
In desperation, she turned to diet 
pills and celebrity workout 
records.

INT. MITZIE’S BEDROOM -- FLASHBACK -- NIGHT

Mitzie opens a small package and pulls out a bottle of pills: 
EASTERN EUROPEAN WEIGHT LOSS CURE.

SGT. SABRE  (V.O.)
Her misguided attempt to get fit 
had unexpected consequences.

Mitzie swallows a pill and begins to seize uncontrollably. 
She falls to the ground behind the bed.
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SGT. SABRE (V.O.)
Sidebar: we are not really sure 
what was in those pills.

Bat wings sprout from behind the bed.

INSERT: the Chief on the screen.

CHIEF
(on screen)

Sabre, I wrote these files.

Her image is replaced with Nosferadude’s dossier.

SGT. SABRE (V.O.)
Nosferadude, an ancient vampire of 
unknown origin. 

INT. ANCIENT CASTLE -- FLASHBACK -- NIGHT

Nosferadude emerges from an ornate coffin.

SGT. SABRE (V.O.)
Makes me kinda uncomfortable, to be 
honest. Genitals questionable.

INSERT: Squirt dossier file on screen.

SGT. SABRE (V.O.)
There’s Squirt, the lovable 
familiar.

INSERT: Count Bloodvayne dossier on screen.

SGT. SABRE (V.O.)
And finally, Cecil Rathbone, AKA 
Count Bloodvayne, former 19th 
Century Scotland Yard inspector.

EXT. LONDON STREETS -- FLASHBACK -- NIGHT

Cecil Rathbone creeps along the streets, his gun drawn.

SGT. SABRE (V.O.)
Rathbone’s considerable detective 
skills were legendary.

EXT. LONDON ALLEYWAY -- FLASHBACK -- NIGHT

Rathbone steps cautiously into a dirty alley.
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SGT. SABRE (V.O.)
While on the hunt for Jack the 
Ripper, he discovered a killer of a 
much different sort.

A VAMPIRE leaps out of the darkness and wrestles Rathbone to 
the ground.

INT. CHIEF’S OFFICE -- NIGHT

The Chief sits in front of the monitor displaying Sergeant 
Sabre’s image.

CHIEF
Thank you, Sergeant Sabre, for the 
very unnecessary summary.

SFX: BEEPING SOUND. Count Bloodvayne’s image appears on the 
Chief’s screen.

TTS ROBOT VOICE (O.S.)
Incoming call from Count 
Bloodvayne.

CHIEF
Sergeant, excuse me one moment 
please. I have another call.

(switches over)
This is the Chief.

Bloodvayne’s angry face appears on the screen.

INT. B.A.T.S. HQ -- BLOODVAYNE’S ROOM - SIMULTANEOUS

Bloodvayne is screaming into the video monitor. His severed 
arm has nearly completely grown back.

BLOODVAYNE
The hell have you done, woman?!

CHIEF
Calm down, Bloodvayne. The decision 
is way above my pay grade.

BLOODVAYNE
Codswallop!

He punches the video screen, trying to shatter it, but breaks 
his hand instead.
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INT. S.T.I.N.G. FORTRESS -- INNER SANCTUM -- NIGHT

Scorpion Supreme lounges in a chair. A Scorp stands nearby 
feeding him grapes. Another Scorp plays sexy music on a 
keytar as a BELLY DANCER gyrates. SCORP 2 enters the room.

SCORP 2
Commander!

SCORPION SUPREME
What is it?

SCORP 2
I have word from...

SCORPION SUPREME
Just a minute. 

A GUNSHOT and the keytar player falls down dead. The belly 
dancer flees for her life.

SCORP 2
Just received an update from the 
Occulting Department, sir. They’d 
like a word.

Two OCCULT SCORPS enter. They look like the other Scorps 
except they wear hoods instead of turbans.

OCCULT SCORP 1
Our studies have delivered a 
breakthrough.

OCCULT SCORP 2
We believe we know how to summon 
the Dark Lord Xanath.

Occult Scorp 1 holds up an ancient stone tablet with “XANATH” 
carved into it and an image of the creature from the open.

OCCULT SCORP 1
(to Occult Scorp 2)

It’s “Shanath”. 

OCCULT SCORP 2
That’s what I said.

OCCULT SCORP 1
No you said “Zanath” like with a 
“Z”. You should hear yourself.

A GUNSHOT and Occult Scorp 1 ducks.
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OCCULT SCORP 1 (CONT’D)
Ha. Nice try -- HURK!

A knife flies into his throat. He falls down dead. The stone 
tablet shatters on the floor. Scorpion Supreme rises.

SCORPION SUPREME
This is good news. Very good news 
indeed.

EXT. S.T.I.N.G. FORTRESS -- NIGHT

Scorpion Supreme’s laughter ECHOES across the desert as 
lighting flashes.

INT. B.A.T.S. HQ -- REC ROOM -- NIGHT

Bloodvayne broods over a tall glass of blood, moping. Squirt 
hovers nearby.

BLOODVAYNE
Why would she do this to me, 
Squirt? I’ve always taken this job 
very seriously.

SQUIRT
Don’t be sad. I’m sure it will all 
work out.

BLOODVAYNE
I was a decorated officer.

(stands)
I gave up my humanity in the 
pursuit of justice!

SQUIRT
Want me to order some nubile young 
co-eds like from HOT DOG...THE 
MOVIE? That’ll cheer you up.

BLOODVAYNE
Bah!

Bloodvayne dashes the glass of blood against the wall. 
Suddenly, a monitor leaps to life, and the image of a 
werewolf fills the screen. This is DICK FURRY, Agent of 
W.U.L.F. -- World Union of Lycanthropes for Freedom.

DICK FURRY
(on screen)

What up, nerds?
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SQUIRT
Look it’s Dick Furry, Agent of 
W.U.L.F.

DICK FURRY
(sniffs)

Wow, it’s almost like I can smell 
your vaginas through the monitor.

BLOODVAYNE
Hello. DICK.

INT. W.U.L.F. HQ -- COMM ROOM -- INTERCUT

Dick speaks to Bloodvayne from the comm room. He is doing 
bicep curls. The W.U.L.F. logo is displayed on the wall.

DICK FURRY
Heard you got a new boss, 
Bloodvayne. Word on the street is 
he’s one badass mofo.

BLOODVAYNE
What do you want?

DICK FURRY
Oh, nothing. Just wanted to say 
congrats. Maybe now your little 
outfit of sissy neckbiters can get 
something done for a change.

An ALERT SOUND goes off on Dick’s console. 

DICK FURRY (CONT’D)
Whoops! Looks like we got some 
actual work to do saving the world. 
See ya, Bloodvayne.

INT. B.A.T.S. HQ -- REC ROOM -- CONTINUOUS

Dick Furry’s image disappears from the monitor.

BLOODVAYNE
Asshole.

INT. B.A.T.S. HQ -- SABRE’S ROOM -- NIGHT

Sabre is lounging on his bed reading THE HUNT FOR RED 
OCTOBER. There is a KNOCK at the door. He gets up to answer 
it. It’s Mitzie.
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MITZIE
Hey I just wanted to see how you 
were doing.

SGT. SABRE
All good. Just studying.

Mitzie hands Sabre a mixtape. 

MITZIE
There’s some really cool new bands 
I’m listening to. Ever hear of 
Aztec Camera?

Mitzie, smiling, waits for Sabre to say something.

SGT. SABRE
Are you hitting on me?

MITZIE
Well you don’t have to be such a 
jerk about it.

Mitzie spins on her heel and stalks off. Sabre is like, “What 
the hell was that?”

INT. B.A.T.S. HQ -- CONTROL ROOM -- NIGHT

All is quiet in B.A.T.S. HQ. The only sound is the quiet HUM 
OF COMPUTERS. Random lights flicker. 

INT. B.A.T.S. HQ -- BLOODVAYNE’S ROOM -- NIGHT

Bloodvayne slips into his coffin. Squirt hangs from the 
ceiling, already asleep.

INT. B.A.T.S. HQ -- RICK’S ROOM -- NIGHT

Rick lies passed out on his bed, two HALF-NAKED GIRLS lie 
dead beside him in pools of blood.

INT. B.A.T.S. HQ -- MITZIE’S ROOM -- NIGHT

Mitzie hangs upside-down from the ceiling, her wings wrapped 
around her body.
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INT. B.A.T.S. HQ -- BRIEFING ROOM -- NIGHT

Nosferadude slumbers in a plush bed, curled up like a dog on 
the floor. Suddenly, a SIREN blares and the B.A.T.S. logo on 
the wall flashes.

COMPUTER VOICE (V.O.)
Alert! Alert!

Nosferadude snaps awake.

CANNED SEQUENCE:

INT. B.A.T.S. HQ -- NIGHT

CANNED SEQUENCE of the team swinging into action. (We see 
this sequence any time the team assembles. The animation is 
awesome and way better than what we are used to.)

SFX: driving, instrumental version of theme song.

COUNT BLOODVAYNE vaults out of his coffin in fighting stance, 
cape billowing dramatically. SQUIRT trails right behind.

SGT. SABRE, sparring with a heavy bag, does a backflip and 
grabs his giant sword from the wall.

RICK GHASTLEY, dreaming of having sex with alien babes on a 
spaceship, awakens from his slumber. He turns into a mist and 
seeps into an air duct.

MITZIE, princess-like, is surrounded by cute forest 
creatures, blood dripping down her chin. She hears the alert 
and, tossing a bunny aside, sprouts wings and flies off.

COUNT BLOODVAYNE leaps onto the back of LEATHERWING.

SGT. SABRE leaps onto BATBONE.

RICK jumps onto STARSHRIEK. MITZIE launches into frame with 
SQUIRT at her side.

NOSFERADUDE clambers up a long, spiral staircase leading to 
the surface. He pulls a lever.

COMPOSITE SHOT OF THE TEAM, Bloodvayne in the center.

BLOODVAYNE
Go B.A.T.S.!

OUTSIDE LINCOLN MEMORIAL: The top of the Lincoln Memorial 
splits open and the B.A.T.S. team flies out into the night! 
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Their silhouettes leave the Washington D.C. skyline far below 
as they pass across the full moon.

END SEQUENCE:

INT. UNDERGROUND CAVERN -- NIGHT

Rows of “S” Corps SOLDIERS stand in formation, awaiting the 
arrival of their supreme leader.

SCORPS
(chanting)

Hail S.T.I.N.G.! Hail S.T.I.N.G.!

EXT. SKY -- NIGHT

Sabre holds his sword aloft, using it like a divining rod. It 
begins to glow. He points downward.

SGT. SABRE
They’re down there.

(enters dive)
Let’s ride!

The rest of the team follows, diving out of frame.

INT. UNDERGROUND CAVERN -- NIGHT

The action from the episode’s OPEN resumes. Scorpion Supreme 
stands at the podium as Sgt. Sabre brandishes his blade.

SCORPION SUPREME
You’re too late, Sabre! The dark 
lord Xanath hovers at our door.

As before, the Dark Lord Xanath bursts from the portal, 
ROARING, and begins to eat Scorps with abandon.

SCORPION SUPREME (CONT’D)
(very evil)

It’s dying time!

NEARBY SCORP
Good one, Sir.

SCORPION SUPREME
(to Nearby Scorp)

You like that? “IT’S DYING TIME.” I 
think it might be a catchphrase. 
Sorta like MAKE MY DAY.
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The Scorp shrugs. Then he’s smashed by Xanath’s massive claw 
in an explosion of blood and guts. REVERSE ANGLE on Sabre and 
Mitzie, leaping back to avoid one of Xanath’s grasping 
tentacles. They are overwhelmed.

MITZIE
What do we do??

SGT. SABRE
We fight! Go B.A.T.S.!

ACTION MUSIC! Sgt. Sabre leaps into the fray, cutting Scorps 
in half as he charges at Xanath. Jumping into the air with 
sword raised, he lands on the great creature’s back. But as 
Sabre strikes, Xanath grabs him and hurls him away. Mitzie 
flies in and catches Sabre safely.

MITZIE
Gotcha!

Sabre looks at Mitzie gratefully. Back on the ground, Rick 
materializes out of the mist next to Bloodvayne. 

RICK
Yo it’s no use. Dude is too strong.

Count Bloodvayne steps up confidently, brushing Rick aside.

BLOODVAYNE
Please. Allow me.

Bloodvayne steps up to the portal where Xanath’s massive form 
pulsates and oozes.

BLOODVAYNE (CONT’D)
(calling)

Oi! Xanath!

Xanath, mid-chew, diverts his gaze below. Recognizing 
Bloodvayne, he throws a few Scorps aside and hunkers down. He 
slaps Bloodvayne playfully on the back.

BLOODVAYNE (CONT’D)
What are you doing with this bunch 
of hobknockers?

Xanath LAUGHS and shrugs. Sabre watches the exchange from 
afar, totally puzzled. Scorpion Supreme is enraged.

SCORPION SUPREME
Xanath! You’re mine now. Stop the 
chit-chat and eat some vampires!
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Xanath looks up and glares at Scorpion with intense fire. 
Suddenly worried, Scorpion backs away from the portal, 
holding up his pincers in a plea for mercy.

SCORPION SUPREME (CONT’D)
Heh heh. C’mon, people. World 
domination is just my thing.

Xanath grabs Scorpion Supreme and holds him aloft.

BLOODVAYNE
Sorry, Scorpion. But stopping your 
evil plans is just OUR thing.

SCORPION SUPREME
I’ll get you, B.A.T.S.! You haven’t 
seen the last of me -- !

Xanath swallows Scorpion Supreme in one gulp. BELCHING, he 
throws Bloodvayne a “call me” salute and descends into his 
portal. A half-eaten Scorp soldier writhes in pain nearby.

WOUNDED SCORP
Oh my God I’m in a lot of pain.

INT. B.A.T.S. HQ -- REC ROOM -- LATER

The mission complete, our team relaxes with goblets of 
delicious blood. 

RICK
I don’t get it, Bloodvayne. How did 
you know what to say to the Dark 
Lord Xanath?

BLOODVAYNE
Oh, he’s a good bloke. We used to 
play cards.

SGT. SABRE
(to Bloodvayne)

You know, I’ve been thinking. Maybe 
you really are the best leader for 
this team.

Bloodvayne raises an eyebrow.

MITZIE
Sabre’s right. We would’ve been 
toast without you.

Squirt rushes into the room.
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SQUIRT
Who’s making toast? I love toast!

A BEAT, then the entire team breaks out into fits of RAUCOUS 
LAUGHTER. Even Nosferadude is laughing.

INT. XANATH’S STOMACH -- NIGHT

Scorpion Supreme sulks inside Xanath’s guts.

SCORPION SUPREME
You’ll pay for this, Sabre! And 
that vile Bloodvayne, too. Set your 
watches, because pretty soon... 
IT’S DYING TIME!

A HALF-DIGESTED SCORP pops his head out of a pool of stomach 
bile and gives Scorpion a thumbs-up.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. B.A.T.S. HQ -- CONTROL ROOM -- NIGHT

BUTTON: Count Bloodvayne, Sgt. Sabre, and Squirt close our 
show with an educational tidbit for the audience.

SQUIRT
In today’s episode, we learned all 
about diversity.

INSERT: Sgt. Sabre enters B.A.T.S. HQ.

BLOODVAYNE
That’s right, Squirt. It’s amazing 
what we can achieve on our own, but 
it’s even more amazing what we can 
do when we do it TOGETHER.

INSERT: The B.A.T.S. team assembles.

SGT. SABRE
Hold up, working together ain’t 
diversity. 

BLOODVAYNE
Sure it is.

SGT. SABRE
No, that’s just COOPERATING.
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BLOODVAYNE
But it’s a DIVERSE group of 
individuals cooperating.

(to Squirt)
Back me up here.

SGT. SABRE
Diversity means bringing people 
together from different walks of 
life in order to take advantage of 
a wide range of backgrounds and 
experiences.

BLOODVAYNE
Well I’m from London...?

Sabre steps to Bloodvayne, but Squirt quickly flies between 
them and waves goodbye.

SQUIRT
Now you’re knowing!

BLOODVAYNE
And knowing is growing!

FADE OUT:

THE END
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